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the Ministry of War, the Admiralty, the Ministries of
Labour and of Public Works. I am sure none of you
will think these demands excessive ; and I may add that
by the terms of this ec legalitarian " solution I was to have
no personal share in the government, and I will tell you
why. To keep control of fascism I must have great
freedom of movement in journalism and in discussion.
What was the reply ? Nothing. Worse still, ridiculous
offers were made to us. Ministries without portfolios,
undersecretaryships were talked of, all of which is con-
temptible. We have no intention of getting into the
government by the back door, of selling our wonderful
birthright for a ministerial mess of pottage. This problem,
as a problem of history, has been misunderstood ; now
it has to be faced as a problem of force.'
Mussolini ended his speech by singing the praises of the
monarchy and the army, and with a hymn to Naples,
c future queen of our Mediterranean '.
On the afternoon of the 24th Mussolini was present at
the march past of 40,000 fascists concentrated in Naples,
and later at a meeting in the Piazza del Plebiscito, where
he took leave of the blackshirts in these terms : c I say
to you with all the gravity that befits this moment, hence-
forward it is a question of days, perhaps of hours, whether
we are given the government or whether we seize it by
hurling ourselves on Rome.' The Cornere della Sera in its
editorial the next day remarked that e the march on Rome,
daily disavowed in articles and interviews, makes a definite
reappearance in these parting words spoken by Mussolini ;
instead of " marching on Rome ", the words used were
actually " hurling ourselves" on Rome, as if on some
prey '. Blind and deaf by choice, the great c liberal' paper
added, c We are willing to believe that the Naples speech is
a sign of impatience rather than the announcement of a
decision.' This view was not shared by the blackshirts who
were shouting c To Rome, to Rome' in the Piazza del
Plebiscito.
After this frenzied occasion and in this over-heated
atmosphere a last meeting was held at 10 p.m. in Mussolini's

